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BEAT NOTRE DAME!!
Pacific Weekly

SKIN NAY ENNIS,
C. O. P. G Y M CO-STAR

VOL. XXXV

LISTEN TO C. O. P.,
NOTRE DAME
BROADCAST

College of the Pacific and Stockton^.junior College, Stockton, California Friday, Oct. 4, 1940

City Head
Names
C. O. P. Day

POOO-ER
NOTRE
DAME!

28 MARTYRS

Stockton Asked By Mayor
To Observe October 1 As
College of Pacific Day

"Grand Old Man" and His
Boys Plan To Return
With Proverbial Bacon

With the theme, "The road to
fame, beat Notre Dame," to spur
them on, C. O. *P.'s Bengal Boys
and coaches boarded the stream
line last Tuesday forenoon to
make their way to South Bend
where they have been promised
a little introduction with Notre
Dame's "Four Horsemen."
A noise parade, made noisier
by most of Pacific, winded its
"most perilous" way via Pacific
.
Ave., via Walnut, via Hunter,
> <
S/4,
• . •
via Weber, via American, via
Main, via San Joaquin, via the
depot and from the depot to vic
tory at Notre Dame.
Photo by Bill McCrum
A rally, with the introduction
of players and coaches, took
These twenty-eight courageous youths, members of the mighty little Bengal foot
place at the depot, and the sing ball machine, are shown here before they hopped a freight for Notre Dame, where
ing of the Hymn as the team they will meet no less than six and nine-elevenths Irish football teams tomorrow.
boarded the streamline ended the
send-off.
The support of the city of

Faculty to
Frolic
Soon

(Continued on Page 6)

Democracy Meets
Hitlerism in
Anderson Hall

"How shall the United States
meet the challenge of the Totali
tarian States?" is the topic con
sidered for discussion in the In
tramural Tournament to begin
next Monday at 7:30 in Anderson
Hall.
The purpose of this intramural
discussion tournament is to give
less experienced students oppor
tunities to learn forensic proce
dures. In the first session the
question: How series is the chal
lenge of the totalitarian states to
the peace and security of the
United States?

Our 16thYear
Serving
PACIFIC

Retiring from their usual in
tellectual attitude, the faculty
will wine (not really), dine, and
be merry at the annual faculty
banquet, Oct. 8, at 7:30.
It will be held in the SCA
building and the food will be pre
pared by the Senior College Home
Econ. class and club. "The affair
wil be semi-formal and the pro
fessors are there primarily to get
better acquainted and to have
fun," announced Faculty Presi
dent Dr. Allen Waldo.
Committees for the evening are
the following: Planning, Chair
man, Miss Weins, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Clark, Mr. and Mrs. T. E.
Connolly; Program, Chairman,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy McCall, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Reynolds, and
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Eiselen;
Decoration Chairman Miss Grace
Ward, Mrs. Kathleen Seagraves,
Miss Ellis, and Miss Toms; Invi
tations Chairman, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Fenix, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Gulich.

Museum Curator
Classic Speaker
Specializing in
Quality Meat
Deliveries Daily

T-U-X-E-D-O
Meat Market
2018 Pacific Ave.
Dial 3-0811

No. 5

The Classical Club will hold its
first meeting this fall on Wednes
day, October 9, at 8:0tS p. m. at
the home of Mrs. C. A. Broaddus.
Mr. Earl Rowland, curator of
the Victory Park museum, will
talk about "Paintings and Piety."
Mr. Rowland is known, not as an
authority in his subject, but is
well known as an interesting and
witty speaker. All interested are
J cordially invited to come.

Pie Social
Tonight

With autumn leaves and Tokay
grapes to carry out the theme of
autumn, the second annual SCA
Pumpkin Pie Social will begin
tonight immediately after the
Stockton J. C. and Sacramento
J. C. football game.
Pumpkin pie, whipped cream
and coffee will be served down
stairs while dancing will be held
upstairs until 12:30.
General chairman for the eve
ning will be Polly Parsons. Com
mittee heads are, Warren Nielson, music, Gladys Hotchkiss,
ticket sales chairman, and Vernadine Meyers, decorations.
Patrons and patronesses for the
evening will be Dr. and Mrs. Al
len Waldo, Dr. and Mrs. John
Arnold, and Prof, and Mrs. Her
bert Welch.

Shekels Sought
In Annual
Finance Drive
Friday, October 11, will be the
last day of the SCA finance drive,
it was announced by Chairman
Dick Ulrey yesterday. The tenday campaign was opened last
Tuesday with a luncheon for 25
student solicitors.
Any students not contacted by
members of the campaign are in
vited to see Dick Ulry or Miss
Margret Campbell before Friday.
Andrew Mellon's $750,000 man
sion and seven acres of land have
been given to Pennsylvania Col
lege for Women, whose nine-acre
campus adjoins the Mellon estate
in Pittsburgh's fashionable East
end.

Pacificites
Trek Home
Annually

Homecoming—the annual three
day celebration during which the
alumni of the College of the Pa
cific convene on the campus to
relive for a few hours the golden
memories of undergraduate years
—will be held on October 18, 19,
and 20.
Festivities will start, as usual,
with a Pacific football game—
the COP-Fresno State encounter
on Friday, October 18.
Following the game, announces
Alumni Secretary Robert Burns,
all alumni, their guests, and fac
ulty members will be invited to
a buffet supper in Anderson hall.
This affair will take the place of
the annual alumni banquet. There
will be no set program for the in
formal gathering.
Several honorary societies are
planning breakfast meetings for
Saturday morning, October 19.
The All College Honor Society is
one group which has already
made definite plans. Fraternities
and sororities are as yet unde
cided as to the part they will take
in entertaining visiting alumni.
Sometime during the three-day
period a Pacific Student Associa
tion dance will be held. Stockton
churches will have homecoming
services on Sunday, October 20.

Spartans Victor
San Jose State's flying Spar
tans last week defeated Utah
State, 19 to 0. This marks their
second victory against one de
feat. The Spartans meet the Ben
gals November 9 in San Jose.

By IRVINE SPRAGUE
With the cries of "Say hello to
Aunt Sadie" and "Don't forget
your woolen underwear," ringing
in their ears, the Fighting Tigers
from College of Pacific went on
the trail of mighty Notre Dame
last Tuesday morning.
EXTRAVAGANZA
Coach Stagg and the team were
awarded the greatest sendoff in
Pacific's history. A gigantic noise
parade of literally hundreds of
decorated cars, crammed with
cheering, shouting, screaming
students, wound its way through
the downtown district and thence
to the Santa Fe depot.
Business was at a standstill as
the downtown merchants and
shoppers lined the streets to hear
and see the noislP^WUNK. r£rt*d to wish the boys the best of luck.
At the depot the students turn
ed out en. masse. The enthusias
tic crowd, well spotted with
townspeople cheered and sang the
(Continued on Page 6)

Author Donates
Nursing Book
Miss Mary Sewall, noted co
author of "Trends in Nursing
History," donated a copy of her
book to the library last Friday.
This book has received the
praise of many important people
in the field of nursing, and should
be of great value to the pre-nursing students.

Now As Always

Stockton's
Finest Clothes
$24.50 $29.50
$35.00
Open a Charge Account

Suits . . . Hats
Shoes
Furnishings

Berg's Clothiers
18 S. California St.
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RUG
CUTTINGS

_____

STAGESTRUCK

On the first Tuesday after the first
Monday in November, those who are 21
will be able to decide which candidate is
going to win, and there are going to be a
lot of unhappy faces when the results
come in. Yours truly has been looking
over the train schedules in oase a certain
man doesn't win—it's either that or the
debtor prisons for a lot of us.
Campus elections brought some inter
esting factors to light also. Russ Agnew,
the new Freshman president, is one of the
first students ever to take the top fresh
man position on the first ballot.
it
shows that a combination of popularity
and ability can he distinguished by the
new students in even the short period of
two weeks. More power to you, Russ.
and I hope that you may continue along
the same lines which are making yon
so popular today.

It occurs to me that the breaking of
the law is not only in vogue in Europe,
but also here. A friend recently told me
COMPLIMENTS
about a situation with the Highway Pa
trol on the S. F.-Oakland Bridge. A
I believe that the present Ex Com
State judge wouldn't uphold the law of
mittee is working harder and accomplish
ing more than any other such body has
fining for speeding and reckless driving
A columnists life
been able to for some time. There is a
on the bridge because he had noted that
Is nothing but strife
spirit of willingness to work, coordinated
the Highway Patrolmen raced about,
If he does not compliment
with an equal ability to fulffill the job
recklessly cutting in and out of traffic
The Little Theater Complement which is going to keep the PSA right on
By HEKM SAPIRO
If you missed WHAT A LIFE
when on cruising duty. "You can t ex
top where it belongs.
Well, now that we've cinched
pect a citizen to respect the law," said Skinnay Ennis for the opening you still have time to see it. Bud
dy Stefan will wow you as Henry
It might be interesting to some of
the judge, "if the law enforcer doesn t of the gym, a brief description of Aldrich, and the rest of the swell
you to know just what the process was in
the band is in order. Most of the cast gives him plenty of backing
respect it himself."
obtaining the big name band for October
local gates know that Ennis, who
Yet it is done here on your campus used to beat the hides in Hal Personally, in my opinion—and 11th. The Ex Committee first applied
as easily as the Highway Patrol did (I Kemp's band, started his band that is just what this column rep to the Music Corporatioon for Bob Cros
resents—although the play is writ
say did because the evil has been cor by taking over <ne combo of Gil ten for Bud as Henry, Jack De by's Band. After a trip to the city, a few
telegrams and telephone calls, the Ex
E\gns.
rected) .
Evans made his start here in voe as Bill Green was the stand Committee was informed that Mr. Cros
In the dining-hall there is misunder Stockton with a complete local out. Jack seems to give his "all" by's Band was contracted for the period
to the part, and just think, you
standing. Agreements have been signed personnel, was signed by Music can
still see him either tonight or in which we wanted him. Then our PSA
Corporation
of
America,
and,
at
president began all over again in at
or are being signed to which strict adher
the time of Ennis' cutting loose tomorrow night if you missed tempting to sign a contract with Skinnay
ence is demanded in regard to punctu for himself, was playing at Bal last week's performances.
Ennis.
ality and hours. The help has to be there boa Beach (near L. A.) Skinnay NEW IDOL
END
OF
SUMMER
is
coming
The same procedure was used again,
at a certain time and must otherwise pre heard and liked the Evans crew,
with Juanita Daussatt as the and after much heckling of prices, etc..
sent a good excuse for being late if it so he signed the entire band, with lead.
E. of S. is a very seasonal
Gil playing piano and arranging.
is accepted at all. The students and Since that time, there have been play, too (no pun intended, the band was signed. A big name band
was promised for the opening of the new
faculty also have to be in at definite a few changes in the band, but much!). A new matinee idol will
gym,
and the committee had done its best
times for meal service. Then why are there are still three Stockton fel be introduced to the Pacific Lit
to
see
that everyone was satified. I think
certain groups of 4 or 5 students or lows left as sidemen, Johnny De- tle Theater goers in the presence
that
we
owe a debt of gratitude to Bill
of
Richard
Schneider
as
the
ju
faculty members privileged to come in Soto on drums, Ralph Liseomb,
from 15 to 25 minutes late? That in my on trumpet, and Herb Stowe on venile lead. With such long hair, Biddick and Herm Sapiro and the work
of their committee in lining up the band
opinion is discrimination at its best and tenor sax. Gil Evans is no longer he should be wonderful.
and we can best pay the debt by attend
playing
with
the
band
since
he
doubly unfair to the help. And it pre
sumes the fact that you expect respect for now spends his entire time ar Ziggy had a slight beef, resulting ing and enjoying the dance.
ranging for the band as well as in the present setup. By the way,
law without giving respect in like.
Tommy Dorsey has just about ITSY-BITSIES
for their Pepsodent commercial.
Jimmy Maxwell, another mem
ber of the old Evans outfit, play
ed with Ennis for a time, then
with Goodman, and is now play
ing with Raymond Scott. So, you
They say we can't do it . . . but who see, Stockton has turned out some
pretty good musicians in its time.
can tell?
Last year they said that we didn't BENNY RESTING
stand a chance at either the University Speaking of Goodman, it will
of Chicago or at the far-famed Cal be a month more before Benny
starts his new combo. He's still
game.
We came out on the top end of both resting up after his illness. Rumor
has it that the new Goodman
those scores.
Tomorrow we will play what has been crew will be smaller than the old,
termed the greatest team in the United and there is a possibility that
States for the coming year. We are a there will be both colored and
men in the band. It's a
little school playing a schedule in a con white
revolutionary step, but Benny has
ference known only locally. Amos Alonzo had it on his mind for some time.
Stagg has given us at least the oppor After all, he was the first white
tunity of our college lifetime.
band leader to feature negro mu
We gave the team more support and sicians as soloists.
enthusiasm than has ever been shown be Ziggy Elman, ex-Goodman powfore. Now it's up to them . . . good erhouse trumpeter, is now playing
luck, fellas!
with Tc

BEAT 'EM

I

Viocn'tt as
vet
made up his
c
If anyone hasn
»» ."

AFTER ALL

s-csr hcM,ffifrS

TIGER RAG

BREED'S CONTE

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
The campaign is starting to take hold
on the
campus, and we find the college
representatives for both Republican and
repre
„QT.tip«
The
Republican
Democratic
parties.
me
* n
committee has had a wide openL fieldto
work in—that was it had up until last
Sunday
Then Les Knoles took it upon
himself to open a Democratic club on the
campus, and since then has been spend
ing time pinning Roosevelt buttons on
the clothes of prospective voters. Con
versation at the dining hall, the dorms
and the sororities and fraternities has
been dominated by "wind-bags
giving
their opinion on the current election
campaign.
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HUNI

the best men in the game work
Everyone has'to return to childhood
ing with him. Imagine being able sometimes, and some ambitious "boys"
to replace Bunny Berigan with
felt the urge last Monday night and prac
Ziggy Elman!
ticed writing on sidewalks. The members
ZURKE SOLOIST
Still another front man has quit of Omega Phi Alpha came out on Tuesday
the baton-waving racket. Bob morning to be met by a glaring yellow
Zurke, for our dough, the best printed mess. There has to be spirit on
white pianist in the game, is now a campus, or it just isn't college life, but
being featured as soloist in a big when students attempt to light the fires
Chicago hotel. And, the guy's of fraternity spirit beyond what they are
really happy to be there. His already, they are dealing with a problem
agency, however, is threatening that is very liable to get out of hand. It
to put him in front of another isn't that any one group "can't take it,"
band at the first opportunity. but I believe that when people wish to
Why don't they leave the poor
pull pranks that they should do it to the
guy alone?
Just* to show you how fast the individual or individuals' faces and not
money rolls in when you hit it destroy or deface property when the indi
big in the swing game, Glenn Mil vidual's back is turned. We have a won
ler's band is going to make $630,- derful spirit of friendliness and coopera
000 this year. They make $1500 a tion on the Pacific campus, so let's not
night for ballroom jobs, while a let a few misguided "boys" spoil the
couple of years back, they could reputation which it has taken years to
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Conservatory Practice

O ME! 'WHATTA LIFE'

Cells Unsound-Proof
Students Hear Others'
Music Instead of Own
By BILL WORKMAN

If you have had the pleasure
of hearing Alec Templeton do his
impression of a Conservatory of
Music, you have only the slight
est idea of the bedlam which en
sues in the area of the Pacific
Conservatory, Known bluntly as
the "practice rooms."

FIFTH COLUMN
The upper two floors of the
front of the auditorium are as
honeycombed with tiny cells, as
France with fifth columnists
Each of these rooms is designed
to be large enough for a piano,
stool (often missing), sheet mu
sic and the practicing student,
While this seems quite reason
able, the architects omitted an
essential feature—room enough

for the sounds which emanate
from the practicing student.
Now if you know anything
about physics, you will realize
immediately that the sound or
noise, facetiously termed "music'
must go some place. Of course it
always goes into the next room,
or rooms, depending upon the lo
cation of the particular cell, and
it invariably means that strains
from "Carmen" become entwined
with snatches from a Griep pi
ano concerto, and the Kruetzer
Etudes for violin. This conglom
eration results in the creation of
a slightly unstable appearance on
the general features of the con
servatory students. The look of
the man who has absorbed too
much of the over-concentration
of his neighbor's music.

BORROW FIDDLES
There are many fine features
about the College of the Pacific
Conservatory of Music practice
rooms—one of these is the fine
amount of the other fellow's mu
sic which you can use during
your practice period—then, too,
the other fellow's fiddle is always
better for practicing than your
own.
More important is the favorable
impression which the beautiful
.Conservatory women make upon
the outside visitor. All one has to
do is to take one of his friends
upstairs, open the door of a room
and quietly gaze upon the earn
est features of a practicing fe
male and—sigh!

UNIQUE FEATURE
So there you have it—th Con
servatory's most unique feature
"--the blight of the life of a mu
sic major—the necessity of the
music lover—and the enigma of
all who mome in contact with it—
The Pacific Conservatory Prac
tice Rooms.

Want To
Learn
To Fly?
Ten openings are still available
for students in the civil aeronau
tics beginning flight training
course, announced Dr. A. T. Bawden, director of the CAA pro
gram.
Of a quota set for forty, only
thirty have been signed up. Re
quirements for the course are
that students must have had two
years of college work, or if one
is in second year of college, must
be fully matriculated—that is, car
rying twelve units of work. Ap
plicants must also pass a physi
cal examination. If one has two
years of college work, it makes
no difference whether or not he
is in school at the present time.
Total cost for the flight train
ing course is $15, six for the phy
sical examination and nine for in
surance. The federal government
provides the rest of th money for
th $300 course. Upon completion
of the course, students receive a
private pilot's license and are eli
gible for the advanced training
course.
Those interested in the course
should see Mr. Roscoe Bancroft
or Dr. Bawden in Weber Hall as
soon as possible.

Co-Op Tea
Introduces
Mrs. Mae Coker
Members of the Pacific Co
operative House have been busi
ly completing plans for their tea
Sunday afternoon honoring their
new housemother, Mrs. Mae
Coker.
Guests will be received from
four until six o'clock by Janet
Lehman, house president; Gladys
Hotchkiss, social chairman; Mrs.
Coker and Jim Matheson, house
manager.
Pouring at the tea table will
be Mesdames R. A. Brady and
G. L. Pease, members of the ad
visory board. Women members
of the house will assist with
the serving.
Plans for the affair have been
made by members of the social
committee under the direction of
Miss Hotchkiss. They are Doris
Bowring, Nina Turkatte, Barbara
Bowring, Joe Kegler, Irvin Gart
ner, and Mel Jessup.
All students and faculty mem
bers are invited to attend.

Photo by Tom Woodruff

"WHAT A LiIFB," sparkling comedy by Clifford
Goldsmith, will be presented on the Pacific stage for
the second consecutive week-end tonight and Saturday
nights. Bud Stefan is starred as Henry Aldrich, lovable
high-school lad made famous in radio broadcasts.

Tepid Thinker Trounced
To Town On Trolley
Fresh Frosh Feels Foolish
Floundering From Fact To Fact
By WILLA McDONALD

Fred Benioff's

SUPERIOR FURS
• Superior Fashions—Quality—Value

FURS - CLOTH COATS - MILLINERY
—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o
SNAPPY — SMART — NEW
FUR CHUBBIES
Exclusive Models
BENIOFF'S

"KAMPUS KUTIES"
DESIGNED AND STYLED
FOR YOU
GLAMOROUS FUR COATS
For Round the Clock Wear
FROM 49.00 UP
FURS YOU CAN AFFORD
WITH MATCHING FUR HAT
THE "TEAMMATE" FOR 1940
OUTSTANDING FEATURE IN
CLEVER COSTUMING

Stockton's Finest
Beauty Salon
Shampoo's
Finger Waves

K

I'm almost glad I'm a fresh
man, when I see him some of
those upperclassmen on that car
acted. Why do sophs, juniors
or seniors, as the case may be,
have to look so superior? Now
I know that the girl in the green
knitted dress was one of those
creatures. And did she have the
time I did staying in one place?
Did she even look bewildered?
No, there she sat as nonchalant
as you please. At the same time
she was careful though. She
sat very erect, with her arm bal
anced on the window edge. And
when she went to leave the car,
she proceeded carefully down the
aisle, first holding on to the top
of one seat, and then the top of
the next until she was safely
landed at the door.

| Humphrey's j

—at—

$2.50 up

CONTRAST

I'm a first semester freshman, a very typical one,
too. At least that's the way the teachers look upon it,
for in every class I go into I hear such wise morsels of
philosophy as: "College is broadening."
"Now that
you're in college, you must change your point of view
on a great number of things."*
"Your horizon must widen." it is fit to call that swaying an jjlf you want a job—
"You must take more interest in tiquity that runs from the col fj Secretarial
1
what's going on about you." lege to the main part of town, j Civil Service
"And above all, you must ob when by the strangest co-inci 1 Higher Accountancy 1
serve!" Being naively dutiful, dence, I recalled the words, "And
(Free employment service.^
(you remember I'm a freshman) above all, you must observe!"
I listen attentively, and go out CURVES AHEAD!
of the class and forget all about »" We were proceeding at a tre
it.
mendous speed around one of
(Sinice 1896)
It's strange, though, how some those treacherous curves, that
1
of this advice remains in your are so frequent between here and| School of Business
subconscious mind. For there I North El Dorado street; when s California at Weber g
was sitting in the local tram, keeping company with the lurch
Stockton
trolley, street-car or whatever ing of the car, I found myself

Dress Up
for Rushing

Permanent
Waves

not only on the opposite side of
my seat, but almost out in the.
aisle. Why that set my powers
of observation going, I don't
know; but the important fact is
that it did. With as much cun
ning and watchfulness as any
Sherlock Holmes ever possessed,
I looked across the aisle to see
how the fellow sitting there was
holding down his side of the
tram. To my surprise, he seemed
quite comfortable. He was ex
tended all over the seat, and as
some part of his body was con
stantly in motion he had worked
up a definite rhythm. He proba
bly was a jitter-bug.
Directly in front of him were
two other college students. A boy
and a girl. (That's a dead give
away, because only a frosh would
use those two words to describe
the .male and female of the spe
cies.) They really had a system
though, she sat next to the win
dow, and he being a large fellow
filled the rest of the seat. As
a matter of fact he protruded be
yond the seat. Therefore no
sway!

r — |

eauty

—O—O—O—O

You Score every time you appear in
Benioff's style line up.
—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—

Jred 8<uuojrft
Dial 5-5411

STOCKTON

l/flr
515 E. Main St.
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LESLIE KNOLLS, Editor

In order to eliminate the rushee's usual qualms about dress,
the Pan-Hellenic Council offers
several suggestions to girls who
are going to be rushed next week,
There will be a tea Sunday and
several throughout the week.
Street dresses and all they entail
—heels, hat, gloves, bag, should
be worn to these.
Street dresses, too, should be
worn to the informal dinners giv
en by each sorority. It is unnec
essary, however, to weat a hat
To the formal dinners, which
are held towards the end of the
week, rushees should wear dinner
dresses.

Manor Hall
Plans
Social Events
A tea in November, a formal
dance in December, and a radio
dance in January are social
events being planned by Manor
Hall for this semester.
Although final arrangements
for these events have not been
completed, the house president
and cabinet are working on plans
for them.

.

Opening Teas Honor
Unaffiliated

SOCIETY

Pan-Hellenic
Offers Dress
Suggestions

First school of engineering in
the United States was Rensselaar
Polytechnic Institute, founded at
van Ren
sselaar in 1824.

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
Main A SI Dorado. Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite. Ph. 2-5143

Everything- to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

"Bull" Durham
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

_
. a i-r~. ..rill Ko hnnnrnH ;
All unaffiliated women students will be honored at
. Q q11Tldav afternoon from three until six o clock by
Jhe four cLpus sororities—Tau Kappa Kappa, Epsilon
Si am a Alpha Theta Tau, and Zeta Rho. Guests
a r e invfted to can at Tau Kappa aud Epsilon from three

ROXINE'S ENGAGED!

are invi

f-ve; t(ie

Flashes . . .
From One
Who Knows

ja^-er hours from four

to six are reserved for Alpha
Thete and Mu Zete.
TAU KAPPA KAPPA

Tau Kappa Kappa will open
the rushing season with a russet
tea for which decorations in
autumn colorings will be pre
pared. The door will be opened
to visitors by Jean Strong.
Guests will be received by Melba Jean Loyd, president; Lois
Lassell, vice-president; and Miss
Ellen Deering, housemother.
Committees for the tea are
general chairman, Bobbie Len
nox; decorations, Gloria Hopps,
Rosemary Strader, and Dixie
Butler; refreshments, Alice
Keehner, Janet Rapaport, Myra
Linn, and Marjorie Sage; clean
up, Louana Siler, Doris Bowring,
Margo Mclntyre, and Virginia
Doane.

Features to note in the Frosh
class.
Nancy Olin's extra cute clothes
Barbara Merritt's cheerful
disposition, despite a science ma
jor. . . . Mildred Eachus' pansy
blue eyes . . . Elaine (Polly) Shapero's popularity .... Montana's
own Jean Hunt
Their appeal
to Bob Downs . . . Virginia New
man's Boston accent . . . Their
handsome president and Georgina
And lastly, their wim, wigor
and witality.
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
Welcoming guests at the door
Has anyone noted the battalion of Epsilon Lambda Sigma will
of redheads here this year? Espe be Phyllis Dodge. The receiving
cially Omega Phi's Sally Jones line will consist of Jane Arnot,
and La Vene McCollum, a trans president; Claribel Coffman,
fer from Oregon, and fellows, she vice-president; and Mrs. Graham,
housemother.
has a car.
Pouring for the tea will be
We like Epsilon's new paint Mrs. Michael Garrigan and Miss
job and their new housemother. Patty Pierce.
Dorothy Sack is general chair
Women's Hall is, oh so glad to man of the day. Decorations of
have their "Queenie" back, they flowers in the fall hues have
been planned by Lois Bugbee.
BOXINE HAFELE, beauteous miss of Life fame, an almost lost her.
She will be assisted by Laverne
nounced her engagement to Lew Morrill to her Alpha
Lagorio, Beverly Gardner, and
Theta Tau sisters last Monday night.
I'd love to make a motion for Ruth Udden.
more assemblies such as a week ALPHA THETA TAU
ago. Thursday. Do I hear a sec
Dr. F. Stuart Chapin, Univer
Guests will be greeted at the
sity of Minnesota sociologist, has
ond?
door of Alpha Theta Tau from
been awarded the University Med
four to six by Jean Strong. She
Has anyone heard the hearts will present them to members of
al from his alma mater, Columbia
flutter as Mel Boone's brother, the receiving line, who will be
University.
Sarah Cameron, president; Fran
Ron, strided by?
ces Branstad, vice-president; and
Nice roses you received, Lor Mrs. Olive Miller, housemother.
Jackie Parker and Barbara
Blue Ribbon Dairy
raine Davis. Will they wither now
Tiny parchment scrolls tied
McKenzie will play incidental
that the team has gone?
SERVING
music throughout the afternoon.
with white ribbon and Cecil Breu
ner roses announced the engage
We see that Tally Lawrence Decorations in the autumn motif
Our Products
have been planned by Betty Behment of Miss Roxene Hafele and finally got that peroxide bottle ney, chairman of the committee.
AT
Mr. Lewis Morrill Jr., last Mon open.
Assisting her will be Marie Sala
"Cub House"
day night at Alpha Theta Tau.
and Virginia Spencer.
Ruth
It's
hard
to
decide
whether
to
Miss Hafele, who is the daugh
Coward and Phyl Haymaker will
ter of Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Hafele like or dislike Janet Hampton's have charge of the refreshments.
MU ZETA RHO
of
Oakland, was a student at Pa tricky coiffure.
448 West Fremont
Mu Zeta Rho's door will be
cific
last year, where she was af
Phone 8-8613
The girl's dorm has lost Les opened to visitors by Jane Switzfiliated with Alpha Theta Tau
er. The receiving line will con
sorority. Mr. Morrill is the son of Dow to Mu Zeta Rho, darn it.
sist of Janice Morrill, president;
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Morrill of
Apparently the summer vaca Mary Ranny, vice-president; and
Fairfield, where his father is the
county clerk of Solano county. tion appealed to Jean Hebbron, Miss Klaer, housemother.
Presiding at the tea table will
He is now in attendance at Har- and we do mean physically.
be Mrs. Kathleen Seagraves and
nemann Medical College in Phila
Why so much fuss over a Fran Miss Corry. Decorations for the
delphia.
affair have been planned in a
McNeil?
No definite date has been set
white and silver motif.
for the wedding, but the couple
Patty Pierce's giggle will "ul
plan to be married within the
timately" charm her students.
next two years.

1

Former
Pacificites
Engaged

FALL FINERY
SHOES

$4.95

Alive

With
Youth

PECKLER and GIOVANESSI
523 E. MAIN ST.

Professor Don J. Kays of Ohio
State University has worn the
same pair of bowling shoes for
27 years.

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated b y

—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help
" W H E R E YOU MEET EVERYBODY'

Come

See

New Formals
which have just
arrived — priced

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED

1295 1695 1995

339 East Main Street

JEWELERS

$$9°

the

FRIEDBERGER'S

Featuring:

HEADQUARTERS

Formals

We vote Prof. "Glamour Boy"
Rutgers (N. J.) University men Hopkins, in his white suit, of
defeated a New Jersey College course, as the most likely Holly
for women team in a cooking wood prospect on this campus.
contest.

Velvet
Wraps
and
Capes
$6.90

—They're New
—They're Different
in

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Deluctiii

colors, fabrics and
stylings
*
*
*

For Dancing
For Dining
For Teas
David Levinson

nr o c c

r»n

The dress—the effect is the
important thing.
Weekly we hand pick the
newest, most authentic styles
and fabrics—right now satins,
taffetas, Jerseys in the best
fall shades. The price is a
natural and fits into any
budget. Sizes 10-20.

52.

,1I
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PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES
By BILL RAMSEY
The A Cappella Choir, under the
able direction of J. Russell BodfeV> was the first of the Conserat'ory organizations to present a
public performance. It was given
at the Temple of Religion on
Treasure Island just one week
before the G. G. I. E. closed. The
choir gave a very good account
of itself in three memorized num
bers. Fast work, eh what? Paci
fic students will be privileged to
bear this select organization in
the Chapel program each week
as well as in special assembly pro
grams.
Did you hear the rumor that
the choir will be on the air coastto-coast next month? Well, keep
the eye pealed and we'll give you
the dates subsequently.
COMPOSERS

Tau Kappa
Auxiliary
Entertained
Members of the auxiliary of
Tau Kappa Kappa were entertain
ed last evening, following a short
business meeting, by members of
the house.
Open house was held and auxil
iary members were invited to see
the improvements made in the
house during the summer.
Refreshments were served to
conclude the evening. Committees
in charge were refrshmnts, Jan
Strong and Myra Linn; entertain
ment, Bobbie Lennox and Rose
mary Strader; decorations, Jean
Strong and Bobbie Lennox; clean
up, Marjorie Sage and Louana
Siler.
•

Cal Rambler
Tickets
Go On Sale
Dorothy Francis, head of the
football ticket sales, has announc
ed that tickets for the Cal Ram
bler game next week will go on
sale Monday at one dollar apiece,
all seats being reserved.
A student price of 40c will be
charged, giving seats in an end
section. Reservations are still be
ing taken for the Fresno contest.
Present orders indicate that the
entire 11,000 seats will be occu
pied for that game.
Faculty members expecting to
attend home games must contact
Mrs. Francis at the gymnasium
sometime after 2:30 p. m. on week
days for seating arrangements.

Dean J. Gilchrist Elliott, iMss
Frances Bowerman, and Miss Mi
riam Burton were in attendance
at Treasure Island on Tuesday,
September 24th, when the Ameri
can Society of Composers and
publishers presented a galaxy of
musicians in American composi
tions. Their chief interest was in
hearing Dr. Howard Hanson as
he conducted the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra ir. his own
"Third Symphony," and in meet
ing him at the close of the per
formance. Dr. Hanson is now di
rector of music at the Eastman
School of Music at Rochester, N.
Y., but was glad to welcome old
friends whom he had known when Pasadena Meeting
he was dean of the College of the
Pacific Conservatory if 5's San Attracts Prof.
Jose environment.
This week-end Marion O. Pease
NO KNEES?
of the educational department will
"Pop" Gordon and his "nifty- be at a meeting of California
fifty" piece marching band, minus school supervisors in Pasadena.
the dimpled knees which precede She is to be on a panel discus
some other college bands (remem sion concerning teaching in early
ber Elsie Crabtree?), will give childhood.
the college students and football
fans their initial baptizing with and Vernon Bell were active in
college airs and marches this eve assisting Chef Tomlinson as was
ning. The occasion is the time a visitor, Mr. Price, an alumni
when the Sacramento J. C. "pig- member of Beta Theta Chapter,
skin-toters" will invade the lair located at the Millikin Conserva
of the Stockton J. C. "Cubs." The tory in Illinois. President Long
bandsmen have been "column- succeeded in quieting the "stags
lefting and column righting" at bay" after they had "drunk—
(Winchell please not, no Fifth I mean—ate their fill" long
column) for the past two weeks enough to introduce the officers
in some tricky formations that and then each visitor introduced
will add color and harmony to himself and told of his interests
the entire scene of football on the and intentions while in college.
Baseball was the next order of
home field or on the opponent's
gridiron.
business and J. Russell Bodley,
excuse me, I mean "Flash Bodley"
PICHNICH
Phi Mu Alpha, national honor chalked up the only homer of the
ary music fraternity, started the encounter.
DATE PAD
year with a picnic last Sunday
at Louis Park, (Dad's Point to October 15—PI KAPPA LAMDA
GRADUATE RECITAL—Eileen
you lovers). Some thirty Conser
Daniels Coggin, panist; Virgin
vatory gentlemen braved the
ia Brown, soprano, and Jessie
morning air to indulge in a bit of
Moore, pianist.
appetite-raising baseball, ere Chief
Chef Tomlinson supervised the October 22 — FIRST FACULTY
RECITAL—John Gilchrist Elli
Preparing and serving of some
ott, pianist and J. Henry Welton,
' very fine victuals."
tenor.
A1 Miller, Eueville Enderlin

DONOVAN'S
Smart Shop

F O X

TAT

336 E. Main St.

SAT., SUN., MON.

INVITES you
the

to enjoy
privileges of a

"NEW MOON
— And —

a Lucky Crisco Kid 99
CESAR ROMERO

< oharges . . .

TUES., Wed., THUR.

Smart Fashions
for the Coed . . .

"Safari"

Coats .

Suits . . .
Presses
Skirts
• • • Sweaters
Blouses .
Undies
• • • Bags
Jew
®try . . . Kayser and
Rollins Hosiery . . .

99

JANET Mac DONALD
NELSON EDDY

: CHARGE ACCOUNT.
' e> ms to suit your individual
{ weeds may be arranged . . .
n° extra costs or
carrying ,

h

MADELINE CARROLL
DOUGLAS EAIR BANKS

— And —

«

It All Came True*
ANN SHERIDAN
JERRY LYNN

Social Service
Group Helps
Children
Directing the older girls and
boys at the Children's home in
handicraft and clubs is the first
project undertaken this year by
the Social Service Committee of
the S. C. A.
KNITTERS
Eleanor Powell is teaching the
girls to knit. Lewis Whitehead
has helped the boys to organize
a secret society which is now pro
ducing a play.
The committee, headed by Lu
cille Wilson, plans to assist Girl
Scout captains do work at the
Filipino Mission and to visit the
County hospital and the Deten
tion home. Advisors of the group
are Mrs. Jean Corry and Miss
Carolyn Shrodes.
MEMBERS
Members of the committee are
Lewis Whitehead, Barbara Boyes,
Louise Barton, Nevada Sears,
Eleanor Powell, Velva Saathoff,
Anette Gibson, Jean Davis, Bar
bara Morgan, Jeanne Hunt, Mil
lard Hamsker, Doris McAllister,
Virginia James, Claire Wilkins,
June Steege, Alice Pratt, Esta
Storey, Bill Stretch, Margaret
Stimmann, Miriam Spuller, Wini
fred Martin, Phil Hamaker, Do
rothy Goodwin, Lorraine Harring
ton and Elvira Ann Ditman.
All of these who have not seen
the chairman yet, or anyone else
who is interested should see Lu
cille Wilson immediately or come
to the next meeting Tuesday, Oc
tober 15, at 7:15 in the SCA build
ing.

Get Acquainted
Dinner For
Domestics
On last Wednesday, the twentyfifth of September, the girls who
are majoring in Home Economics
were guests at a dinner given by
the Home Economics Department.
The dinner started at 6 o'clock,
and was held in Weber Hall, room
216. Miss Lois Long led the group
in singing songs.
The dinner was given as a "Get
Acquainted Party," and its hos
tesses were Mrs. Cory and Miss
Weins.

Bulldogs Score
Twice in Win
Fresno State's Bulldogs opened
their football season with a 13 to
7 victory over the Whittier Col
lege Poets before 9,000 fans last
Saturday evening.
Fresno was offensively supe
rior, but showed the need of more
practice by booting many scoring
chances. The Bulldogs scored ear
ly when little All-American End
Jack Mulkey blocked a punt near
the Poet goal line. He showed no
ill effects of the pulled leg mus
cle that he had suffered earlier
in the week in a practice session.
Captain Ernie Poore served no
tice that he will be competing for
all-American honors himself with
his brilliant work at the left
halfback post. Fresno battles the
Tigers here October 18.
gBESS:-;.I£E3

sierra
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Household
Club Host
To Pledg es

Alumni Groups
Plan
'Get-to-g ethers'
Three events are now sched
uled by various clubs ol the Col
lege of Pacific Alumni Associa
tion.
Kern County alumni will meet
in Bakersfield on Tuesday, Octo
ber 8, with Dr. Eiselen and Mr.
Robert Burns, representing Pa
cific.
Sigmund Stern Grove in San
Francisco will be the scene of a
get-together of San Francisco dis
trict alumni on Tuesday, October
15th.
The Los Angeles club will meet
on Friday evening on October 25,
just preceding the Pacific-Loyola
football game. A tea, honoring
graduates who attended Pacific
before 1900, will be held on Sun
day, October 27.
Mr. Burns announces that plans
are underway for similar events
to be held in Sacramento, Chico,
Oakland, San Jose and Fresno.

There was big doings in 212
Weber last Wednesday afternoon
when the Household Arts and Sci
ence Club held a tea for its
pledges.
In the receiving line to wel
come the newcomers were Doro
thy McBride, president; Virginia
Doane, vice-president; Lucille
Wilson, secretary; Margaret Do
novan, corresponding secretary;
Lula Eby, publicity chairman, and
Miss Adina Wiens, club advisor.
Food was prepared by Nadine
Prothers, aided by Evajean Brennan, Polly Parsons and Dorothy
Goodwin. Louise Barton and Rosy
Mary Strader decorated the room.
Cleanup was undertaken by Mary
Creaner, Hazel Utz and Elsie May
Singleton.

Committee Meets
Candidates

Wolves Tie
University of Nevada's Wolves
fought to a 6 to 6 -tie with Brigham Young University in Provo,
Utah last Friday. The Wolves
meet Pacific here on November

21.

Tests at Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology show that molansses heads the list of iron-con
taining foods with about 6.1 us
able parts per 100,000, by weight.
Beef liver and oatmeal are second
and third.

The credential committee is
meeting all teaching credential
candidates by appointment now.
Most of the elementary teachers
have been interviewed, but any
one who has not should make ar
rangements immediately with
Mrs. Pease or Dr. Jantzen.
The Walt Disney animated car
toon technique is a new twist in
engineering courses at New York
University to illustrate principles
and mechanical theories.

National Towel & Laundry Co.

925 N. Wilson Way

Dial 4-4695

Launderers - Dry Cleaners
See Campus Representatives

• Rhizomia
• Omega Phi
• Men's Hall

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Ed Denney
Roger Cross
Don Jackson

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

P E R S O N A L I Z E D

S E R V I C E

Fine Furniture
Assured Quality
Personalized Service

I JL "

TUCATI)
C* WAIN*
IntAI Kt
PHONEAT CALIFORNIA
7-7979

417-21 E. Weber

"When the
Gallon's Rode" Fox CALIFORNIA
RANDOLPH SCOTT
KAY FRANCIS

-and—

"Ladies Must
Live"
WAYNE
MORIUS
ROSEMARY
LANE

[ cw*«'w aoa wrr

THtATPI/J

"Dr. Kildare
Goes Home"
LEW AYRES
LIONEL BARRYMORE

— And —

TYRONE POWER
LYNDA DARNELL

ii Frontiersman>9

Dial 9-9038
MAIN
STHCIf orO.PP.
COUBTMOUSt
TMt HOust
PiBTtCT
SOONP
Starts Sunday

Florian"
ROBERT YOUNG
HELEN GILBERT
— And —

'My Favortie
Wife"
IRENE DUNNE
GARY GRANT
RANDOLPH SCOTT
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Reminiscing
Professors
Speak
Seventy members of the fresh
man class attended a "Dink Par
ty," given by the Frosh Club last
Monday evening in the upstairs
hall of the SCA building. The eve
ning's entertainment included an
hour of dancing and a specihl pro
gram of college reminiscences,
featuring Coach Ralph Francis
and Dr. Robert Fenix.
The two faculty members en
tertained the group for the last
part of the affair, by telling the
freshmen of their own experi
ences as frosh. Perhaps the "tal
lest" story told was about the ef
forts of rival colleges to light the
big bonfire before the night plan
ned. "They sent an airplane over
and dropped incendiary bombs on
it."
"This hair-shaving business did
not start until three or four years
ago," continued the pair. "The
sophomores used to have a big
tank of water out by the club
house, and cocky freshmen were
dunked in this and then paraded
in the barrel.
"At that time there were al
most no lawns. Everything was
in alfalfa. Spinach was served six
times a week, and we swore they
used some of the alfalfa. Boys
had to wear ties and coats to dinnei*, and a six foot five bouncer
kept out those who didn't have
them on. We didn't have the cafe
teria style of serving then; we all
ate together and at the same time.
"Pacific is a wonderful college
and has a worthy tradition. Re
cently a survey was made of all
colleges in the United States, and
Pacific topped them all in the
number of those who had gone on
after getting their degree to high
er education," the Frosh were
told.
At next Monday's meeting Dean
Beulah Watson will speak to the
Frosh Club members on "Campus
Etiquette."

!

DANCE TO THE RHYTHMS
OF AMERICA'S YOUTHFUL
SINGING SENSATION!

DEBATERS GO
POLITICAL
THIS WEEK
Both College of the Pacific and
Stockton Junior College will be
represented in debating activities
next week. Pacific will send three
students to the Debate Confer
ence at the University of Calif or
nia Saturday, October 11.
POLITICS
The topic to be discussed is
"National Defense." Mr. Betz will
accompany the group.
"Willkie vs. Roosevelt" will be
discussed by Modesto and Stock
ton Junior Colleges next Wednes
day night in Anderson Hall at
7:30. Each school is sending 12
speakers.
DEBATE PROGRAM
The debate program for the
year will include a tournament in
Los Angeles during Thanksgiving
vacation, a J. C. tournament here
in February, the Linfield tourna
ment at McMinnville, Oregon, in
February, and the Bakersfield J.
C. tournament in the same month.
The National J. C. tournament in
South Carolina and the coast
tournament' here both fall in
March, with the possibility of a
Denver tournament for C. O. P.
in March, also.

Mayor Coale
Honors COP
(Continued from Page> 1)

The California Aggie i'oot'oal.
squad has suffered two defeats
this season. In their season's opener, they were outclassed by the
Tem'pe State Teachers 21 to 13.
Last Saturday, as a preliminary
Pumpkin pie, whipped cream, to the California-Michigan contest
and coffee will be the main event they fell before the Ramblers 15
for gustatorily-minded dancers to 7.
next Friday night, October4.
Grant Wood, celebrated artist,
Occasion is the second annual
has
been granted a year's leave
"Punkin Pie Social" in the S. C.
A. rooms, as a climax to the from the art department of the
Sacramento J. C. and the College University of Iowa to devote full
time to painting.
of Pacific game.
There will be dancing from
10:00 to 12:30. Patrons and pa Hotchkiss, Eloise Smith, Rose
tronesses for the affair will be mary Strader, Geraldine Griggs,
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Waldo, Prof, Sam Takagishi, Jane Gordon,
and Mrs. Herbert Welch, and Dr. Florence Newberry, Helen Jen
sen, Hank "Stein, Beulah Ong,
and Mrs. John Arnold.
Polly Parsons is general chair Margery Sage, Don Fellers, Ruth
man of the "Punkin Pie Social." Lipert, Allen Whilp, Mae WeiAssisting her in selling the gart, Barbara Thoma, Mary Jane
twenty-five cent tickets are the Arbanasin, Eleanor McLain, and
following students:
G l a d y s Veryl Gait.

SHAMPOO
FINGER WAVE
and

75c

MARIE'S BEAUTY .SALON
2321 Pacific Ave.

Dial 8-8738

THRONE'S

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

Palace Candies

ANEW

Tigers?
(Continued from Page l)
Pacific songs while the
played.
SOAP BOX
Before the train left each
the players gave a sendoff ^PeeflJ
that showed the Tigers are real],.!
going to South Bend to win.
'
Les Dow started it off with.
"We'll beat the hell out of them
This seemed to be the theme
most of the speeches but DUst;
Miller ended it with a comicj]
note when he said: "We'll mali(
the Four Horsemen look like they
are riding ponies."
Making the trip in addition t,
the twenty-eight members of th,
squad and Coach Stagg there wjj
be Assistant Coach Ralph Fran,
cis, Trainer "Doc" Breedon am)
Manager Harry Harvey.

Pacific Ave Shops

Stockton for Pacific was shown
the following letter from Mayor
5-10-15c STORE
Woodrow Coale.
WHEREAS, the football
2019 Pacific Ave.,
team of the College of the Pa
Stockton, Calif.
cific, under the efficient coach
ing of Amos Alonzo Stagg, are
scheduled to play against Notre ! We feature a complete >
Dame eary in October and,
WHEREAS, the College of
line of school supplies.
the Pacific football team is
scheduled to leave Stockton on
October 1, 1940, en route to
Indiana to play the scheduled
game,
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
WHEREAS, I feel that all of
the citizens of Stockton are in
BOB'S
terested in the College of the
Pacific football team, and
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
wish to do everything possible
to contribute to their success,
2008 PACIFIC AVE.
NOW THEREFORE, I Wood
row Coale, Mayor of the City
of Stockton, do hereby pro
claim Tuesday, October 1, 1940
as College of the Pacific Day,
and trust that the good citi
zens of Stockton interested in
the success of the team will
appear at the Santa Fe Depot
ON PACIFIC AVE. AT
at 10:15 a. m. of said date for
DOWNTOWN PRICES
the purpose of lending encour
Cosmetics
Paper
agement to said football team,
Notions
Candy
and letting th.- coach and the
Cards
Stationery
members of the team and the
College of the Pacific know
BEN FRANKLIN STORES
that we are Interested in their
L. C. EYER, Owner
success.
1002 Pacific Ave.
Dated: Stockton, California,
September 27, 1940.
Signed: WOODROW COALE,
Mayor of the City of Stockton.

For Greater Football Enjoyment

Bettin' On Th e

Pumpkin Pie!
Oh Boy!
Say Dancers

For Corsages That
Have That Certain
College Swank

Pacific Ave.
Is Growing
With The
College of the
Pacific
TRY TTTF.—

CWffESS

SEE

SHERWOOD NORTON
OR CALL 2-6550

College Flower
Shop
2115 Pacific Ave.
Dial 2-6550

3

FOLLOW THE
CROWD
DRIVE IN TO

ice

KftWiN

tRenm

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Te«"
Ph. 3-4M51

*014 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

4

BREAKFAST — IAJNCH
Barbecued Sandwiches
Fountain Drinks
1T1*

DIAL

PACIFIC

3-M72

Drop In For a

COKE
• SNACK
• LUNCH
You'll be eating with your
friends and at the same time
getting "tops" in service and
quality.

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
(IN BLACK'S)

2049 Pacific Ave.

'Where Price and Quality Meet"

Full assortment of Chocolate
and Home-Made Candies. Salted
Nuts, Party Candies, Etc.

PHONE 2-7481

ui

Gift Boxes Packed

AMERICAN

!>»

To Order—Any Assortment

Dial 2-8820
The American Weekly Sports
Newspaper

cur AND MAIL TODAY

Coming Next
Friday Night
at
The Gym
Opening

25c
PER

COUPLE

WITH STUDENT BODY CARD

BYRON F. BOYD, EDITOR
THE FOOTBALL NEWS
2361 Westridge Ct.,
Ferndalc, Detroit, Michigan.
Enclosed U one dollar (11.00) for
which please Jend me The Foolbau
Newa for 11 weeks,- ~~~ "

IT'S HANDY

One Minute Drive from School

Artistic Finger
Waving
Manicures, 50c

NAM*

address
CITY

Free Dei*series

STATE ;•

PACIFIC AVE.
BEAUTY SHOPPE

2318 Pacific Ave.

Dial 3 0884

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

FROSTED

MALTS

BLEWETT'S
'Where old and new friends meet."

All Flavors
Ice Cream
Made Fresh
DAILY!

Snappy Fountain
Service
Phone 2-2830
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| n tramurals
Finally
Getting

anj

|

Hot

By B. ROMO

off like the proverof July firecracker,
•ntramurals started the first of
week with such a bang that
•t must have frightened all the
would be participants so far
Tway that they won't be able to
show up for the next 2C years.
Shooting
1 fourth

FORFEITS

not get past the Hay's office, con
sequently they don't get into print
'cause the WEEKLY "ain't that
kind of a rag."
The strenuous play throughout
the week brought these results.
East and West Town didn't show
up. Rhizomia won a gruelling for
feit with Manor. Next on the list
came Omega Phi and their "arch"
enemies, the one and only Archania, who put up a courageous
battle, but finally forfeited.
The next games to be scheduled
begin Oct. 7 when tennis also be
gins. The parings are thus far
for the coming week—West Town
vs. Rhizomia; East Town vs. Ma
nor; Oct. 8, Archania drew a bye;
East Town vs. Omega Phi.; Oct.
10, Manor vs. Dorm; Rhizomia
has a bye.

GUARDS,
ATTENTION
Those students on guard duty
for the Stockton-Sacramento
football game are requested to
report promptly tonight at 6:45
at the Club House.
results of the day. Rhizomia
whipped East Town; West Town
forfeited to Manor. Rhizomia and
Omega Phi lead. Manor is third,
but has no points, because of a
previous forfeit.
Co-coaches Jackson and Kjeldsen have announced that a forfeit
loses a team 5 points.

So enthused was Coach "Joe"
that he hardly had words
to express his delight at the over
New girls' dormitories are be
whelming turnout. In fact he was FRATS LEAD
ing opened this month by the Uni
o burned up that his words would
Wednesday evening showed the versity of Missouri at Columbia.
Jackson

The Secondguessers Pick the Winner
This week and throughout the
football season, this group of
College of the Pacific Root
ers will try to pick the win
ner

of

games.
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100% Pacific backers. Show
them you appreciate it.
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Cubs Tangle With
Sacramento Tonight
Wide-Open Game Promised
In Second Jaysee Tilt
Coach Doug Dashiell's Tiger Cubs, although rated
as the underdogs in tonight's game, promise a highlyfavored Sacramento eleven a hard game.
Last year the Capital City Jaysees took the locals,
but this season the Cubs have a good chance of coming
out on the long end of the score, A

especially after dumping one of WIDE OPEN GAME
the strongest junior colleges in
Coach Harry "Hack" Apple
the south last week.
quist of Sacramento promises a
HIT BY INJURIES
wide open game with plenty of
Injuries have depleted the lo substitutions. The Panthers have
cal's rings, with three lettermen no definite first and second string
out of action. All running plays and play many men each game...
of the Cubs were buiit around
The Sacramento college is rat
John Brown, who will be on the ed as having the strongest team
side lines for three weeks because in years with fourteen letter men
of a dislocated shoulder. Some of returning, and with many addi
the passing depended upon Don tions from high schools.
Mills, who is out of a suit mend
The probable starting line for
ing a broken hand. A leg injury tonight's game:
is keeping Ted Stewart, first STOCKTON
SACRAMENTO
string end on the side lines.
Welch er
Gundert
LER
Massey
Against a strong Panther Briles
LTR
Porter
backfield which is both big and Spaulding
LGR
Poplawski
Uapstein, eapt. C
shifty, the Cubs have four boys
Parker
averaging 5 feet 9 inches in Black well
RGL
Towns
height and 154 in weight. The Bird
RTL
Carston
REL
lines are about even with Sac Dunham
Lercari
Q
ramento having the advantage, Hebbron
Chapman
LHR
here. Coaches Chris Kjeldsen Srahlman
Reginato
Alphonse
RHL
and Ken "Socks" Stocking re
Beustad
VIokiao
F
port the tackle situation is im
proving. Harrison Briles, Ver
non Ghiorzo, George Ford and
Ray Bird have been showing up
well in practices this week.

The Sacramento right tackle, Bob
Massey, attended Stockton Junior
College last year, starring in foothall and basketball.

JAYSEES WHIP INDIAN
IN A CLOSE GAME
Grahlman-To-Stewart Pass Sets Stage
For Lone Score; Final 7 to 0

S. H. Kress Co.

"On the Campus for You"
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Displaying unexpected power as well as a tricky run
ning and aerial attack, Coach Doug Dashiell's two-yearold Stockton Jaysee Cubs romped to a 7-0 victory over
the San Bernardino Indians last Friday night. The
game, climaxing the locals' first overnight athletic so
journ ,was played in the south-'

land.
The lone score came in the last
three minutes of the conflict
When it looked as if the game
would end in a scoreless tit:, Hal
Grahlman loosed a 21-yard pass
which was taken by End Ted
Stewart on the San Bernardino
43-yard line and run thirty-one
yards. Stewart, ailing badly in one
Dial 6-6627 leg, was finally knocked out of
bounds just twelve yards from the
end zone.

Whatever the score
there will always be
two w i n n e r s : T h e
Tigers and our line of
Royal Portables.

PASS ARTIST

Gleason's Drue: Store I Standard Off ice Eaulp't Co.
340 E, Weber

333 E. Main St.
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Pacific vs Notre Dame

GRAHLMAN SCORES

Alphonse socked the center of
the line for two; Grahlman skirt
ed the right flank for eight more
and then smashed off tackle to
score. Lloyd Hebbron converted.
In the first quarter of the
game, the versatile Cubs march
ed down the field for sixty«one
yards and were within one yard
of pay dirt when Johnny Brown,
suffering a dislocated shoulder
received in a previous play, fum
bled the ball. A stiffening Indian
defense stemmed the baby Tiger
tide, and Stockton lost the ball
after a pass into the endzone was
incomplete.
Although San Bernardino
never threatened the local's goal
line, they played an increasing
ly tight defensive game, pre
venting the Stockton eleven
from scoring until their sudden
last period rally.
SIX PLAY WHOLE GAME

The Indian's offensive machine
was kept under control through
out the game by the admirable
play of the Cub's forward wall.
Especially outstanding for the
Baby Bengals was Charley Blackwell, swift-footed 180-pound guard.
Blackwell played havoc with the
Indians' backfield all evening,
playing the entire game.
Six of Coach Dashiell's men

HAROLD GRAHLMAN

played for sixty minutes. They
were Hal Grahlman, Charles Mo';iao, Earl Klapstein, Lloyd Heb
bron, Charles Blackwell and Har
rison Briles.
Coach Doug Dashiell was no
ticeably pleased by the perform
ances of his proteges in their
opening contest. This week the
Cubs have been pointing to their
critical game with Sacramento
Jaysee tonight in Baxter Stadium.
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28 Tigers Meet
75 Irishmen
Tomorrow
Near-Sellout Is Reported
Movie Stars Also Feted

plenty of action.

Their squad of 75 men triples the
28 Tigers making the trip. Coach
Elmer Layden has six full teams
from which to choose.
The Irish this year are relying
upon an improved passing
game, but as Layden said, "We
are still a blocking and tackling
team. A pass attack is no good
without a running game, and
vice persa."

m

10 STARTERS LOST
. .Faced with the loss of ten of
last year's eleven starters, Lay
den has been having a replace
ment problem. Throughout the
first month of practice he has
continuously shifted players in an
attempt to hit a winning combi
nation, with last season's second
string, returning almost intact,
furnishing the bulk of starters.
Early practice sessions indicate
that at the present there is lit
tle to choose between the first and
second teams. This suggests that
Layden will substitute freely en
tire units, not single players.
Bob Osterman, a former end
who has been converted into a
center, is the heaviest of the
probable starters, weighing 210
pounds. He is six feet three in
ches tall. Tackle Brosey is, at
238 pounds, the heaviest man
on the squad, with several tip
ping the scales at 230. Smallest
potential starter is 160-pound
right end John Gubanich, a twoletterman.
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BOB CONAWAY, Editor
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A Fresno Kills Conference
R With Withdrawal

The Far Western Conference suffered a staggeri^
blow when Fresno State recently announced that she
would sever all Conference affiliation at the close of
Coincident with the news that the 1940 football season.
This action was taken by the Board of Athletic (<>n.
Fresno had once again voted to
drop from the Far Western Con trol at the raisin city college, be-*
ference was the fact that Hum cause it believed that it. was no of Pacific will take toward Fres.
no's action is not known definite,
boldt State, newest member of
the Conference, had won its op longer advantageous for the Bull ly, but chances of following F. s.
ening game of the 1940 season. dogs to be a member of the con C.'s lead into the California Col.
legiate Athletic Association are
It was a hollow 7 to 6 victory ference.
over the Alhambra Athletic Club
This marks the second time slim, because Coach A. A. Stagg
of Martinez.
within the last three years that is opposed to leaving the present
Perhaps the Tigers are very Fresno has stated the desire to league and also because all the
fortunate in not having to play go into greener pastures; only schools are in the southern part
such a powerful squad. Or is last year it was fully reinstated of the state. The C. C. A. A. in.
the sports staff t-oo ambitious again as a member of the con eludes Santa Barbara, San Diego,
in suggesting that Pacific drop ference, rejoining only after be San Jose and Fresno.
In such a case where Pacific
all further Conference affilia ing reassured that the ageing
tions, become an independent setup would have an added shot would sanction such a move it
or possibly join a conference not in the arm to pep up interest would insure the C. C. A. A. of
being the leading College Conyet formed. The California Ath among the other schools.
ference on the Pacific Coast.
letic Association is composed FOUR SCHOOLS LEFT
of southern schools; conse
With Fresno leaving the Far Although final, the action of
quently to join it would not be Western, there will only be four the board will not go into efprofitable.
schools left, College of Pacific, feet until December 1, 1940,
Surely, with such weak sisters Humboldt, California Aggies and when the Far Western confer,
the Bengal football squad can Chico State. The last year's foot ence holds its annual fall meet
draw neither a profit nor a bet ball champions, University of Ne ing. Dean James Corson re.
ter brand of player. Probably the vada, unceremoniously quit the marked: "I haven't the slight
est idea if Pacific will follow
drawback in withdrawing lies in league last spring.
the spring sport squads. These
As to what position the College the F. S. C. lead."
groups would be outclassed in any
stronger league; would suffer as
read.
Salinas, 33-0
an independent.
Why? Because he does not
Scoring their first touchdown
COHN CAN'T WRITE
want an answer.
The lowest example of what is
when
Manuel Chappell ran 72
At his own admission he had
sometimes graciously referred to a chance to pose these questions yards on the opening kickoff, Sa
as sports writing is being done at a banquet, when he sat next linas Junior College swamped San
by Art Cohn of the Oakland Trib to Stagg, but he didn't. Art Jose State College freshmen 33
une. The particular instance to Cohn is one of those petty jour to 0.
which we have reference is found nalists born by the Hearst-cre
This marks the second win for
in the Septem 23 issue. In his col ated system of over-dramatiza the Panthers, their first being a
umn Cohn pecks away at Coach tion; he will print anything that 38 to 0 defeat of the Santa Maria
Stagg, probably not because of a is sure to increase his readers. Jaysees. Five of their touchdowns
legitimate complaint, but because
His type is detested; his writ have been scored by passes. The
of his jealousy of Stagg's popular ing ignored by critical newspa Stockton Cubs travel to Salinas
ity with the sporting public.
October 11.
Cohn made derogatory remarks per readers.
concerning Stagg's code of eth
ics. He chastised Stagg for let
ting himself be referred to as the
"Dean of American Coaches,"
"the All-American Coach" and
many more—all nomers probably
just as foreign and unknown to
Stagg as they were to Cohn. He
asked what could be embarras
sing questions of Mr. Stagg.
But he did it in print, in a pa
per which Stagg probably doesn't
By BOB CONAWAY

Coming as a fitting climax to Indian Summer Week
» celebration for Knute Rockne, is the Pacitic-Notre
Dame football clash tomorrow afternoon in South
Bend, Indiana. The Fighting Irish rule heavy favorites
over the Stagg-coached Bengals.
The huge stadium with a seat*
ing capacity of 56,000 is expected not a regular starter, gained
to be nearly filled, thus breaking more yardage and scored more
the opening day record of 40,000 points than any other player.
set at last year's „
Purdue game.
jj0b Saggau, a brilliant triple
Numerous movie stars and offi threat left half, was slowed by
cials, participating in the world injuries last season after his
premiere of" Knute Rockne—All promising sophomore year. He
American," will also be present.
Hargrave, and Bagarus have
been exhibiting remarkable
75 IRISHMEN
The South Benders, usually one skill in their passing during re
of the top teams in the country, cent workouts. Second string
is this year being boomed for the ers "Dippy" Evans and Steve
mythical national championship. Juzwik will also probably see
The Tiger-Irish conflict will
be broadcast over radio station
KWG, beginning at approxi
mately 12:15 tomorrow. The
commentary by George Ross
will be a recreation, developed
from wire service direct from
Notre Dame Stadium.

t i g e r

T. 4. 1940

MOVIE STARS
The roving Tigers are schedul
ed to take a light workout today
in Stagg Field at the University
of Chicago, former residence of
Coach Stagg. The world premiere
of the picture honoring Rockne,
in which Stagg appears, is sched
uled for today.
In addition to the various
coaches appearing in the epic who
are present, there will also be mo
vie stars Pat O'Brien, Gale Page,
Ronald Reagan, Donald Crisp,
and Jane Wyman; various gover
nors and mayors, and national of
ficials. Many states have pro
claimed this Knute Rockne Week,
following the lead established by
Indiana's governor, M. Clifford
Townsend.
The gridiron contest marks a
battle between Layden's seventh
Notre Dame team and Stagg's
fifty-first squad. In all its history
the Irish have fielded only 52
teams.
PROBABLE LINEUP

Those making the trip from
Stockton are Paulson, Miller,
Thomas, Seifert, Jacobsen, Olaeta, Vieira, Frishholz, Ward, Halbert, Mears, Schmidt, Dow, Fine,
Irwin, McGowen, Dean, Gay,
Vaughan, Swagerty, Tilson, Ijam,
Dave Gay, Dewey, Boyarsky, G.
Linscheid, Plocher, Rempel, Den Breeden and Coaches Stagg and
ny, Manager Harvey, Trainer Francis.
The probable starting lineups
follow:
Notre Dame
Pacific
Linscheid
Raasas
LER
"Don't Let Your
Vaughan
Gallagher
LTR
Kelly
Irwin
LGR
Shoes Go To
Osterman
C
L. Dow
The Dogs"
Gubanich
Fine
RGL
Lillis
Rempel
RTL
O'Brien
REL
Jacobsen
Hargrave
Q
Olaeta
Frishholz
LHR
Saggau
PIEFUL BACK
Bagarus
RHL
Halbert
The Irish line will average close
Piepul
F
eMars
to 190 pounds, the backs 180. Cap
.. Of the entire team, left tackle
tain Milt Piepul, the plunging
Gallagher is the only returning
fullback, fills out his six foot two
Irish starter. However, five of
inch frame with 207 pounds.
this starting group are two letterRight half Steve Bagarus is the
men; four, one letterman, and
lightest at 163.
|Factory Shoe Repairing
but two have earned no mono
Each of the probable starting
Dial 2 9022 grams. Nevertheless, most have
backs—Bagarus, Saggau, Har- 23 S. Sutter
We Call and Deliver
had at least one year of varsity
grave and Piepul—are very fast,
experience.
shifty, and have proved them
selves capable ground gainers.
Piepul last year, although he was
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ROBINSON'S
Union Station
Service by

Willson
Traphagen
Steel
Norton
CALIFORNIA AT MINER

SKIERS -- ATTENTSON!

WE HAVE PURCHASED BRANCH'S SPORT SHOP SKI
EQUIPMENT. MANY VALUES AT REDUCED PRICES.

Skiis, bindings and shoes
Special Ski Pole
Accessories

25% off
pair 99c
33 1 -3% off

YOLLAND S. JOHNSON
312 E. WEBER AVE.

STOCKTON, CALIF.

The popularity of
Coca-Cola is assurance
of its quality. Four gen
erations of acceptance
have made Coca-Cola
known to all. You will
like it, too. Pause and
refresh yourself.

USE THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

JLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCKTON, LIMlT£
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